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Interoperability Working Group

New approaches to Information 
Management systemsManagement systems

C di t ib t d h t IM b d t k?Can a distributed approach to IM be made to work?

Richard Vines
Children’s Protection Society



Interoperability Working Group: 
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Context mattersContext matters



Communities are networks of 
relationships

Information management must be understood in this broad context



Today’s themesToday s  themes



Theme 1

Should we be thinking about 
mechanisms for leadership 

development in human –development in human 
technology systems integration



Theme 1

•Policy-practice-research capacity
and complex systemsand complex systems

Timeliness COAG f ?• Timeliness – COAG reforms?

S t it•Sector capacity and developing “local” 
– “global” solutions in tandem 



VCOSS Case study: Information assets

Theme 1 – Need for leadership in human – technology systems development

VCOSS Case study: Information assets

Electronic Physical



Human – technology systems integration:
Theme 1

The need is shared and great



Theme 2

Do we need to think about new 
infrastructure for the publishing 

of schemas and standards atof schemas and standards at 
sector and enterprise levels?



Sector publishing of individual
Theme 2 

Sector publishing of individual 
standards (or data dictionaries)
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Example of the sorts of standards (not published in this way as yet)

IN Example 1: Quality Assurance standards: 
Evidence Guide for Registered Community Service Organisations
http://tinyurl.com/bxwy3l

Example 2: IRIS Data Dictionary for Family Services
http://tinyurl.com/b6z79h



Theme 3

Will future and effective data andWill future and effective data and 
information sharing be conditional 
upon addressing the challenges ofupon addressing the challenges of 

semantic interoperability across 
different standards and schemas?different standards and schemas? 

If so, how?



Theme 3

The challenge of service system 
integrationg



Does interoperability provide oneDoes interoperability provide one 
possible pathway into the monitoring of 

emergent patterns in complexemergent patterns in complex 
service systems?

New types of network and governance systems to yp g y
support information management?



Can a distributed 
approach to IM 

be made to work?
We look forward to what emerges 

through the day and beyondthrough the day and beyond
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